with this he was pleased to add that " if it was ° true that • had been inflicted on the Cherokee nation, and that still \ were to be apprehended, that was not the tribunal to redr past or to prevent the future."
Justices Baldwin and Johnson1 delivered separate opinior curring in the only point the Court was competent to decide, I senting from all that was said beyond.   Mr. Peters, the Re decided to publish the case immediately, separately from the in which it would appear in the ordinary course, and to give his own language)  "Mr. Wirt's great argument in behalf C'herokees, which had been taken down ~by stenographers em for the purpose!"
Is it possible for an intelligent mind to doubt that the de: these extraordinary proceedings, as well the extra-judicial c of the Court as the electioneering pamphlet gotten up by porter, was the same, or that that design was to operate uj public mind adversely to Georgia and to the President?
The Cherokees, as they well might do, regarded the opinion Court, on the great point in controversy between them and G as expressed in their favor, and contended that the Preside bound by it and said so in an Address by their Chiefs and He; to the People of the United States, which, with Mr. Peters' ] was published and scattered over the whole Country.
To sustain this suit it was necessary that two points, hide}: of its merits, should be decided in their favor: 1st, that the kees were a foreign State, in the sense of the Constitution, an that the Supreme Court was competent so far to exercise the p power as to enjoin the action of a State Government in the exercise of its sovereignty. It required an extraordinary str charity to believe that their learned and intelligent counse have entertained the slightest confidence in the tenability oj position. The fact that the majority of a Court composed c political friends, honorable men but cherishing sympathies ii of the cause in which the great abilities of the counsel we ployed as strong as their own, rejected both propositions ^ hesitation, makes overwhelmingly against the good faith in the proceedings were instituted. They could not therefore cc that their political opponents, as well as the cool judgment o who were not politicians, regarded the whole proceedings i tious, not to say factious, and designed for political effect; was a source of deepest mortification that those who moved in in the course of its Drosecution. succeeded in obtaining th

